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Real World Linux Security (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002
 

Stop today's most vicious Internet attackers—right in their tracks!

Your Linux system will be attacked: maybe in minutes, certainly in days. Be ready! Real World Linux Security, Second Edition brings together state-of-the-art solutions and exclusive software for safeguarding any Linux-based system or...
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AI 2006: Advances in Artificial Intelligence: 19th Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Hobart, AustraliaSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AI 2006, held in Hobart, Australia in December 2006.
The 89 revised full papers and 70 revised short papers presented together with the extended abstracts of 4 invited speeches were carefully reviewed and selected from 689...
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Applied Graph Theory in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
This book will serve as a foundation for a variety of useful applications of graph theory to computer vision, pattern recognition, and related areas. It covers a representative set of novel graph-theoretic methods for complex computer vision and pattern recognition tasks. The first part of the book presents the application of graph theory to...
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Machine Translation: Its Scope and LimitsSpringer, 2008
Machine Translation (MT) is both an engineering technology and a measure of all things to do with languages and computers—whenever a new theory of language or linguistics is offered, an important criteria for its success is whether or not it will improve machine translation.
This book presents a history of machine translation (MT) from...
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Ubiquitous Cardiology: Emerging Wireless Telemedical Applications (Premier Reference Source)Medical Information Science Reference, 2009
The Internet and other technological developments are now playing increasing roles in consumer health and the delivery of health services.
Ubiquitous Cardiology: Emerging Wireless Telemedical Applications provides developmental solutions and explanations for cardiovascular diagnostics. Useful to field researchers, academicians,...
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Gene Expression Programming: Mathematical Modeling by an Artificial Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006


	The idea for this second edition came from Janusz Kacprzyk on April 29,

	2005, who kindly invited me to his new Springer series, Studies in Computational

	Intelligence. The initial plan was to correct the usual typos and mistakes

	but leave the book unchanged, as Janusz thought (and I agreed with

	him) that it was the proper moment...
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Managing Oracle Fusion Applications (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2011


	Fusion Applications takes the concept of an Enterprise Application to a whole

	new level. Whether you’re in the IT department, a systems integrator, a business

	leader, or an end user, Fusion Applications has more of what you need, less of

	what you don’t, and some of what you didn’t even think possible.

...
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Knowledge Representation, Reasoning and Declarative Problem SolvingCambridge University Press, 2010

	This book is about the language of logic programming with answer set semantics and its application

	to knowledge representation reasoning and declarative problem solving This book will be useful

	to researchers in logic programming declarative programming articial intelligence knowledge

	representation and autonomous agents to...
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People-Focused Knowledge Management: How Effective Decision Making Leads to Corporate SuccessButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
The business environment has changed. Sharper competition requires organizations to exhibit greater effectiveness in their operations and services and faster creation of new products and servicesall hallmarks of the knowledge economy. Up until now, most of the knowledge management literature has focused on technology, systems, or culture. This book...
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Hybrid Methods in Pattern RecognitionWordware Publishing, 2002
The discipline of pattern recognition has seen enormous progress since its beginnings more than four decades ago. Over the years various approaches have emerged, based on statistical decision theory, structural matching and parsing, neural networks, fuzzy logic, artificial intelligence, evolutionary computing, and others. Obviously, these...
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Advances in Information Processing and ProtectionSpringer, 2007
This book contains a selection of the best papers given at the Advanced Computer Systems Conference in October 2006 in Poland. The book is partitioned into four topical areas:
The Artificial Intelligence section includes papers on Humatronics, Fuzzy Logic, Robotics, Cell, Genetic and Probabilistic Algorithms, Incomplete Data and Similarity...
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SQL Server 2008 Query Performance Tuning Distilled (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2009
SQL Server 2008 Query Performance Tuning Distilled presents a direct trouble–shooting methodology for identifying poorly performing stored procedures and queries, isolating the causes of that poor performance, and fixing the underlying problems. Each chapter is dedicated to one of the top causes of poorly performing queries and shows...
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